
   

Postoperative Knee Dressing Change Instructions

Change your dressing every 2 days at home until your suture removal appointment. 

 ACL, QUAD, HTO, TO & MPFL knees: First place xeroform on stitches; secondly lay

the sterile gauze over the xeroform, and lastly place the Tubigrip open ended sock or ace 

wrap over the sterile gauze. 

 Meniscus & knee scope knees: Place band aids over your stitches. 

****NOTE: Do not place any other ointments (i.e. Neosporin, petroleum, or scar creams), 

alcohol or hydrogen peroxide on your stitches, until you're instructed to do so by Dr. Davis.****

When you shower, please cover your stitches so they stay dry. Do not take baths or soak in any 

form of water until you are instructed that you may do so by Dr. Davis. 

 Knees - Please remove your dressing and place water proof band aids or Saran Wrap 

over your stitches before showering. 

o ACL, Micro fracture patella or Trochlea procedures for the first 2 weeks please sit

in the shower while bathing. 

o HTO / QUAD / Micro fracture Medial or Lateral Femoral Condyles and Meniscus

Repair procedures for the first 6 weeks please sit in the shower while bathing. 

For all procedures that require a brace, please take the brace off for showering, however, 

please put the brace back on at all times, even when sleeping. 

For all knee procedures: the white TED hose stockings need to be worn on both legs (14 days) 

at all times, except for when showering or if they need to be hand washed. 

****You may ice for 20 minutes on and 40 minutes off****

If you require any additional pain medication refills, please contact our office, as pain medication

cannot be called into a pharmacy per the FDA

Brian P. Davis, MD 

Sports Medicine, Shoulder, Knee, & Elbow Surgeon 

office: 303.449.2730
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